Art & Music Cafe
Mrs.T

Mouse Paint by Ellen Stoll Walsh
Music: Action songs
Routines: Hand washing

Art
In art class we explored primary colours and read
the story Mouse Paint. We had a fun experiment
to see what would happen when we mixed
primary colours. We also used a flannel story to
ask questions and spark interest in learning
about primary and secondary colours.

Welcome Back
Welcome back to an exciting yet very different
year. For those of you I have not had the
pleasure of meeting Mrs. Targachoff. The
students know me as Mrs.T. I am the Art and
Music Rotary Teacher. I have been teaching for
over 10 years. This will be my third year teaching
the arts. Your students will experience the arts
for fifty minute per day. I’m hoping to add some
learning and fun to this moment in time. Perhaps
a smile or two. The staff of JMCCSA is so excited
to have you back in school this year. The goal is
safety first so there has been a great deal of
thought and effort put into changes to
accomplish this. One of the reminders
implemented is in the form of a flannel story of
hand washing along with a catchy rhyme
promoting hygiene and routine. As another
prompt I put together a puppet show on the
importance of getting those gross germs off our
hands.

Music
We started the year off by introducing students
to their personal bag of homemade instruments
that Mrs.T created over the summer. Every
student was given their own individual scarf, egg
shaker, bells and rhythm sticks. We took some
time to explore the bags and then moved on to
learning some actions to familiar songs
implementing these instruments. Mrs. T created a
Google Classroom that all will be invited to soon.
There will be access to most of the songs we use
in class. There will be pictures and video as well
as links to some interactive sites, contact
information and an array of information in the
Google classroom.

